
MAKING A BOOKWRAP COVER 
(Side bound, not shorthand book) 

 
This simple little book cover is easy to make and for size depends on the book 
you are putting inside it.   First buy your notebook, a sideways open one (not 
shorthand notebook) then measure around the spine from front right edge of 
cover around the binding to back edge of cover when the book is closed, 
allowing no more than ¼ inch extra so that when the book is closed the cover 
does not drag or pull, especially if like this it is wire bound. If you measure it 
opened out flat it will be too tight when you slip the covers under the flaps and 
it will not close. 
 
Measure the height of book and allow about 1/8th inch extra (depending on 
width of your zigzag stitching) top and bottom to allow for stitching around 
edge so the cover is a snug fit under the flap. (Check this is sufficient).  Then 
piece, make or prepare your ornamented outer decorative fabric, pelmet 
vilene (or similar light stiffening fabric) and lining and cut to that size.  I scored 
down the vilene at the spine area several times with a scissor blade to 
weaken it and folded and unfolded several times to make it flexible otherwise 
it is bit stiff. I did not bond the outside cover fabric to the vilene but I did with 
the lining.  
 
Then cut vilene and lining to make the two pockets (about 1/3rd the width of 
the book's hard cover, as picture 1) and close zigzag what will be the inner 
edge of the pocket so it looks neat. You can add tie closure or loop and button 
by inserting the ties or loop in centre of outer edges, and attaching a button 
through all layers of front edge prior to zigzagging the edges if you wish. 
Pin all the pieces together and zig zag round everything holding the pocket 
flaps in place, several times round. 
 
That's it really.  Attached is a picture of the book opened (1) so you can see 
both cover retaining flaps are identical and you can see the little bit allowed 
extra top and bottom.   Hope that is enough detail, as I said it depends very 
much on the notebook you buy.  
 

 
1. inner layer with end pockets 
 



 
2. Notebook inserted into end flaps.  
 

 
3. Finished bookwrap opened out  
 

 
4. Finished bookwrap cover folded. 


